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7.14.1 Telephone services (Quitlines)
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7.14.1.2 The Quitline in Australia
7.14.1.3 Telephone services for high-need groups
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7.14.2 Text messaging (SMS) services
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Thrul J, Mendel JA, Simmens SJ, and Abroms LC. Collecting outcome data of a text messaging smoking cessation intervention with in-program text assessments: How reliable are the results?
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Haines-Saah RJ, Kelly MT, Oliffe JL, and Bottorff JL. Picture me smokefree: A qualitative study using social media and digital photography to engage young adults in tobacco reduction and cessation.
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7.14.3 Smartphone applications (apps)
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BinDhim NF, McGeechan K, and Trevena L. Smartphone smoking cessation application (ssc app) trial: A multicountry double-blind automated randomised controlled trial of a smoking cessation decision-
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Hassandra M, Lintunen T, Kettunen T, Vanhala M, Toivonen HM, et al. Effectiveness of a mobile phone app for adults that uses physical activity as a tool to manage cigarette craving after smoking
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de Ruijter D, Smit ES, de Vries H, and Hoving C. Web-based computer-tailoring for practice nurses aimed to improve smoking cessation guideline adherence: A study protocol for a randomized
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Cutrona SL, Sadasivam RS, DeLaughter K, Kamberi A, Volkman JE, et al. Online tobacco websites and online communities-who uses them and do users quit smoking? The quit-primo and national dental...
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7.14.4.1 Social media
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online social network for smoking cessation: Analysis of topics, sentiment, and social network


7.14.5 Increasing smokers’ use of telephone- and internet-based services
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7.14.1 Efficacy of telephone services
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